DATA DISCLOSE
EVERY INDIVIDUAL HAS THE RIGHT TO SEE THEIR INFORMATION
In many countries around the world it is a legal requirement to provide access to personal information being held
on individuals. For most organisations providing the information, acceding to these requests is a manual, timeconsuming activity. Data privacy and protection is becoming more and more important and the number of data
access requests is going up.
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into effect in May 2018. This will reinforce the fact that all
European citizens have the right to ask companies to see their personal data being stored. The usual process to find this
data is time-intensive and cumbersome, involving password resets and screenshots from many IT systems, which is why
EPI-USE Labs has created Data Disclose, an App that will search your systems for the information you need to provide.

What is Data Disclose?
Data Disclose is an App that enables you to search all SAP systems used by an organisation to find where personal
data is stored. Typically, one data subject’s record exists in several development, test and production systems. Most
companies also have external systems that connect to their SAP environment which contain some parts of the data,
and for those systems you can use our APIs to connect, or use our consulting team to connect those systems to Data
Disclose. It means one place to search, review and present the entire footprint for a data subject.

Data Disclose Strengths:
§§ Quickly find and view the data subject’s footprint
§§ Connect as many non-SAP systems as you wish
§§ View and customise the output
§§ Flexible company-branded PDF output.

How it works
1
Enter key data fields, such as last
name, city, etc. You can enter and
search all SAP systems such as ERP,
CRM, BW, across the full landscape
(Production, Development, Quality
Assurance, etc).

2
The app provides a detailed
footprint report for that data
subject in each system. The report
can be tailored to explain the
functions of each system,
then a PDF output created.

3
Use this PDF document to disclose
to the individual what information
your company currently has in the
landscape.

EPI-USE Labs offers a wide range of innovative add-on software and services to optimise SAP environments.
These accelerate, automate and simplify data management with tangible benefits. We also offer state-of-the-art
security solutions together with GDPR compliance know-how, to ensure peace of mind and business efficiency.
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